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South Haven
For readers of Tommy Orange, Yaa Gyasi, and Jhumpa Lahiri, an electrifying debut
novel about three unforgettable characters who seek to rise--to the middle class, to
political power, to fame in the movies--and find their lives entangled in the wake of
a catastrophe in contemporary India. Jivan is a Muslim girl from the slums,
determined to move up in life, who is accused of executing a terrorist attack on a
train because of a careless comment on Facebook. PT Sir is an opportunistic gym
teacher who hitches his aspirations to a right-wing political party, and finds that his
own ascent becomes linked to Jivan's fall. Lovely--an irresistible outcast whose
exuberant voice and dreams of glory fill the novel with warmth and hope and
humor--has the alibi that can set Jivan free, but it will cost her everything she holds
dear. Taut, symphonic, propulsive, and riveting from its opening lines, A Burning
has the force of an epic while being so masterfully compressed it can be read in a
single sitting. Majumdar writes with dazzling assurance at a breakneck pace on
complex themes that read here as the components of a thriller: class, fate,
corruption, justice, and what it feels like to face profound obstacles and yet nurture
big dreams in a country spinning toward extremism. An extraordinary debut.

Wave
A Life of Adventure and Delight delivers eight masterful stories from dazzlingly
original and critically acclaimed author Akhil Sharma. Hailed as a storyteller whose
fiction is “a glowing work of art” (Wall Street Journal), Akhil Sharma is possessed of
a narrative voice “as hypnotic as those found in the pages of Dostoyevsky” (The
Nation). In A Life of Adventure and Delight, Sharma delivers eight masterful stories
that focus on Indian protagonists at home and abroad and that plunge the reader
into the unpredictable workings of the human heart. A young woman in an
arranged marriage awakens one day surprised to find herself in love with her
husband. A retired divorcé tries to become the perfect partner by reading women’s
magazines. A man’s longstanding contempt for his cousin suddenly shifts inward
when he witnesses his cousin caring for a sick woman. Tender and darkly comic,
the protagonists in A Life of Adventure and Delight deceive themselves and
engage in odd behaviors as they navigate how to be good, how to make
meaningful relationships, and the strengths and pitfalls of self-interest. Elegantly
written and emotionally immediate, the stories provide an intimate, honest
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assessment of human relationships between mothers and sons, sons and lovers,
and husband and wives from a dazzlingly original, critically acclaimed writer.

A Life of Adventure and Delight
"Steeped in the tradition of the Indian epic, yet modern and vastly entertaining."
—The Times (London) In her fiction debut, Alice Albinia weaves a multithreaded
epic tale that encompasses divine saga and familial discord and introduces an
unforgettable heroine. Leela—alluring, taciturn, haunted—is moving from New York
back to Delhi. Worldly and accomplished, she has been in self-imposed exile from
India and her family for decades; twenty-two years earlier, her sister was seduced
by the egotistical Vyasa, and the fallout from their relationship drove Leela away.
Now an eminent Sanskrit scholar, Vyasa is preparing for his son’s marriage. But
when Leela arrives for the wedding, she disrupts the careful choreography of the
weekend, with its myriad attendees and their conflicting desires. Gleefully
presiding over the drama is Ganesh—divine, elephant-headed scribe of the
Mahabharata, India’s great epic. The family may think they have arranged the
wedding for their own selfish ends, but according to Ganesh it is he who is
directing events—in a bid to save Leela, his beloved heroine, from Vyasa. As the
weekend progresses, secret online personas, maternal identities, and poetic
authorships are all revealed; boundaries both religious and continental are
crossed; and families are ripped apart and brought back together in this vibrant
and brilliant celebration of family, love, and storytelling.

Tales of Two Cities
In this distressingly frivolous story, Miss Gibbons points her satirical finger at a
certain type of much-read, earthy, passionate novel - the kind of story in which
peasants have babies in cowsheds and push each other down wells.

Family Life
As he stood up, he suddenly felt aroused by Mrs Shaw's large breasts, boy's
haircut, and little-girl sneakers. Even her nostrils suggested a frank sexuality.
Gopal wanted to put his hands on her waist and pull her toward him. And then he
realized that he had. Gopal Maurya's wife has left him, preferring to seek
enlightenment in an ashram in India. But when his neighbour comes to borrow his
lawnmower, Gopal thinks he might find something similar right here in New Jersey.
Armed with Cosmopolitan magazine as his bible, he embarks on a quest for
suburban romance.

House of Glass
More than a decade after its initial publication, the groundbreaking anthology
Charlie Chan Is Dead remains the best available source for contemporary Asian
American fiction. Edited by acclaimed novelist and National Book Award nominee
Jessica Hagedorn, Charlie Chan Is Dead 2: At Home in the World brings together
forty-two fresh, fascinating voices in Asian American writing—from classics by Jose
Garcia Villa and Wakako Yamauchi to exciting new fiction from Akhil Sharma, Ruth
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Ozeki, Chang-Rae Lee, Jhumpa Lahiri, and Monique Truong. Sweeping in
background and literary style, from pioneering writers to newly emerging voices
from the Hmong and Korean communities, these exceptional works celebrate the
full spectrum of Asian American experience and identities, transcending
stereotypes and revealing the strength and vitality of Asian America today.

You Are Having a Good Time
A writer investigates her family’s secret history, uncovering a story that spans a
century, two World Wars, and three generations. Hadley Freeman knew her
grandmother Sara lived in France just as Hitler started to gain power, but rarely did
anyone in her family talk about it. Long after her grandmother’s death, she found a
shoebox tucked in the closet containing photographs of her grandmother with a
mysterious stranger, a cryptic telegram from the Red Cross, and a drawing signed
by Picasso. This discovery sent Freeman on a decade-long quest to uncover the
significance of these keepsakes, taking her from Picasso’s archives in Paris to a
secret room in a farmhouse in Auvergne to Long Island to Auschwitz. Freeman
pieces together the puzzle of her family’s past, discovering more about the lives of
her grandmother and her three brothers, Jacques, Henri, and Alex. Their stories
sometimes typical, sometimes astonishing—reveal the broad range of experiences
of Eastern European Jews during Holocaust. This thrilling family saga is filled with
extraordinary twists, vivid characters, and famous cameos, illuminating the Jewish
and immigrant experience in the World War II era. Addressing themes of
assimilation, identity, and home, this powerful story about the past echoes issues
that remain relevant today.

Charlie Chan Is Dead 2
A U.S. release of an award-winning first novel from India follows the observations
of a young narrator whose life orbits around that of his beedis smoking, singing
mother, a bipolar disorder sufferer whose imbalances trigger monstrous behaviors.
Original. A first novel.

The Son
'When apple-picking season ended, I got a Job in a packing plant and gravitated
towards short stories, which I could read during my break and reflect upon for the
remainder of my shift. A good one would take me out of myself and then stuff me
back in, outsized, now, and uneasy with the fit . . . Once, before leaving on
vacation, I copied an entire page from an Alice Munro story and left it in my
typewriter, hoping a burglar might come upon it and mistake her words for my
own. That an intruder would spend his valuable time reading, that he might be
impressed by the description of a crooked face, was something I did not question,
as I believed, and still do, that stories can save you'.

We Must Be Brave
Starting middle school brings all the usual challenges — until the unthinkable
happens, and Fern and her family must find a way to heal. Twelve-year-old Fern
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feels invisible. It seems as though everyone in her family has better things to do
than pay attention to her: Mom (when she’s not meditating) helps Dad run the
family restaurant; Sarah is taking a gap year after high school; and Holden
pretends that Mom and Dad and everyone else doesn’t know he’s gay, even as he
fends off bullies at school. Then there’s Charlie: three years old, a “surprise” baby,
the center of everyone’s world. He’s devoted to Fern, but he’s annoying, too,
always getting his way, always dirty, always commanding attention. If it wasn’t for
Ran, Fern’s calm and positive best friend, there’d be nowhere to turn. Ran’s
mantra, “All will be well,” is soothing in a way that nothing else seems to be. And
when Ran says it, Fern can almost believe it’s true. But then tragedy strikes- and
Fern feels not only more alone than ever, but also responsible for the accident that
has wrenched her family apart. All will not be well. Or at least all will never be the
same.

Family Life: A Novel
The nonfiction debut from the author of the international bestseller Sacred Games
about the surprising overlap between writing and computer coding Vikram Chandra
has been a computer programmer for almost as long as he has been a novelist. In
this extraordinary new book, his first work of nonfiction, he searches for the
connections between the worlds of art and technology. Coders are obsessed with
elegance and style, just as writers are, but do the words mean the same thing to
both? Can we ascribe beauty to the craft of writing code? Exploring such varied
topics as logic gates and literary modernism, the machismo of tech geeks, the
omnipresence of an "Indian Mafia" in Silicon Valley, and the writings of the
eleventh-century Kashmiri thinker Abhinavagupta, Geek Sublime is both an
idiosyncratic history of coding and a fascinating meditation on the writer's art. Part
literary essay, part technology story, and part memoir, it is an engrossing, original,
and heady book of sweeping ideas.

The Flamingo Rising
A YA thriller described as The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time meets
John le Carré, about a teen math prodigy with an extreme anxiety disorder who
finds himself caught in a web of lies and conspiracies after an assassination
attempt on his mother. Seventeen-year-old Peter Blankman is a math genius. He
also suffers from devastating panic attacks. Pete gets through each day with the
help of his mother—a famous scientist—and his beloved twin sister, Bel. But when
his mom is nearly assassinated in front of his eyes and Bel disappears, Pete finds
himself on the run. Dragged into a world where state and family secrets intertwine,
Pete must use his extraordinary analytical skills to find his missing sister and track
down the people who attacked his mother. But his greatest battle will be with the
enemy inside: the constant terror that threatens to overwhelm him. Weaving
between Pete’s past and present, This Story Is a Lie is a testimony from a
protagonist who is brilliant, broken and trying to be brave.

Geek Sublime
The anticipated sophomore novel from the celebrated author of The Sudden
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Disappearance of Seetha, which Quill & Quire called "an exciting, memorable
debut." Partially inspired by the real-life experiences of a former resident of the
Nova Scotia Home for Colored Children, The Lost Sister bravely explores the topics
of child abuse, neglect, and abduction against a complex interplay of gender, race,
and class dynamics. Alisha and Diana are young sisters living at Jane and Finch, a
Toronto suburb full of immigrants trying to build new lives in North America. Diana,
the eldest, is the light of the little family, the one Alisha longs to emulate more
than anyone else. But when Diana doesn't come home one night and her body is
discovered in the woods, Alisha becomes haunted. She thinks she knows who did
it, but can't tell anyone about it. Unable to handle the loss of their daughter and
unaware of Alisha's secret guilt, the family unravels. It's only through an unusual
friendship with Paula, an older woman who volunteers at her school, that Alisha
finds reprieve. Once an orphan in the Nova Scotia Home for Coloured Children and
estranged from her own sister, Paula helps Alisha understand that the chance for
redemption and peace only comes with facing difficult truths.

Leela's Book: A Novel
In a city where the top one percent earns more than a half-million dollars per year
while 25 thousand children are homeless, public discourse about our entrenched
and worsening wealth gap has never been more sorely needed. This remarkable
anthology of essays and stories is the literary world's response, with leading lights
including Zadie Smith, Junot Diaz and Lydia Davis bearing witness to the
experience of ordinary New Yorkers in extraordinarily unequal circumstances. With
contributions from some of the most popular contemporary writers of today.

Cosmopolitan
For eight-year-old Ajay and his older brother Birju, life in Delhi during the late
1970s follows a comfortable, predictable routine: bathing on the roof, queuing for
milk, playing cricket in the street. But everything changes when their father finds a
job in America - a land of carpets and elevators, swimsuits and hot water on tap.
Life is exciting for the two brothers as they adjust to prosperity, girls, and 24-hour
TV - until one hot, sultry day when everything falls apart

City of Djinns
Peeling back the layers of Delhi’s centuries-old history, City of Djinns is an
irresistible blend of research and adventure. Sparkling with irrepressible wit, City of
Djinns peels back the layers of Delhi's centuries-old history, revealing an
extraordinary array of characters along the way-from eunuchs to descendants of
great Moguls. With refreshingly open-minded curiosity, William Dalrymple explores
the seven "dead" cities of Delhi as well as the eighth city—today's Delhi.
Underlying his quest is the legend of the djinns, fire-formed spirits that are said to
assure the city's Phoenix-like regeneration no matter how many times it is
destroyed. Entertaining, fascinating, and informative, City of Djinns is an
irresistible blend of research and adventure.

Dear Friend, from My Life I Write to You in Your Life
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Weddings always have their fair share of drama, but this one comes on the heels of
the highly controversial 2009 Iranian election and ensuing Green Wave protests.
When the matriarch of Sarah’s family arranged her marriage to Ali, it was with the
intention of uniting two compatible families. However, as the 2009 election
becomes contentious, political differences emerge and Sarah’s conservative family
tries to call off the wedding. Sarah and Ali, however, have fallen in love and,
against the wishes of their parents, insist on going through with the marriage.
Sarah’s cousin, Sadegh, is a staunch supporter of the government and a member
of the Basij, the volunteer militia tasked with arresting protestors and shutting
down speech against the regime. Meanwhile, Ali’s sister, Azar, is an activist, a
divorce attorney, and a passionate Green Wave supporter, trying to enact change
in a way that many Iranians see as inflammatory. When Sarah impulsively shelters
a protestor in their car on the drive home from her wedding, she sets off a chain of
events that can either unmask the government’s brutality or ruin them all. Sarah,
Sadegh, and Azar’s stories weave together in an unflinching, humorous, and at
times terrifying story that demonstrates that, even as the world is falling apart
around us, choices matter.

The Unpassing
A fearless writer confronts grief and transforms it into art, in a book of surprising
beauty and love, "a masterpiece by a master" (Elizabeth McCracken, Vanity Fair).
"Li has converted the messy and devastating stuff of life into a remarkable work of
art."--The Wall Street Journal WINNER OF THE PEN/JEAN STEIN AWARD *
LONGLISTED FOR THE PEN/FAULKNER AWARD * NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST
FICTION BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY TIME AND ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR
BY Parul Seghal, The New York Times * NPR * The Guardian * The Paris Review The
narrator of Where Reasons End writes, "I had but one delusion, which I held on to
with all my willpower: We once gave Nikolai a life of flesh and blood; and I'm doing
it over again, this time by words." Yiyun Li meets life's deepest sorrows as she
imagines a conversation between a mother and child in a timeless world.
Composed in the months after she lost a child to suicide, Where Reasons End
trespasses into the space between life and death as mother and child talk, free
from old images and narratives. Deeply moving, these conversations portray the
love and complexity of a relationship. Written with originality, precision, and poise,
Where Reasons End is suffused with intimacy, inescapable pain, and fierce love.

All My Puny Sorrows
Sending a scathing email to his family members after becoming convinced he will
die within days, a proud Greek immigrant garners laughter and scorn from his
recipients, who are dismayed when he promptly disappears.

Harvest
"An observant, strange, and startlingly funny collection of short stories"--

See You at Harry's
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Finalist for the 2019 NBCC John Leonard Prize for Best First Book. Shortlisted for
the Center for Fiction's First Novel Prize. One of Entertainment Weekly's 10 Best
Debut Novels of 2019. Named one of the Best Books of 2019 by TIME, The
Washington Post, and Esquire. A New York Times Book Review Editors' Choice. "A
singularly vast and captivating novel . . . What makes Lin’s novel such an
important book is the extent to which it probes America’s mythmaking about
itself." --The New York Times Book Review A searing debut novel that explores
community, identity, and the myth of the American dream through an immigrant
family in Alaska In Chia-Chia Lin’s debut novel, The Unpassing, we meet a
Taiwanese immigrant family of six struggling to make ends meet on the outskirts
of Anchorage, Alaska. The father, hardworking but beaten down, is employed as a
plumber and repairman, while the mother, a loving, strong-willed, and
unpredictably emotional matriarch, holds the house together. When ten-year-old
Gavin contracts meningitis at school, he falls into a deep, nearly fatal coma. He
wakes up a week later to learn that his little sister Ruby was infected, too. She did
not survive. Routine takes over for the grieving family: the siblings care for each
other as they befriend a neighboring family and explore the woods; distance grows
between the parents as they deal with their loss separately. But things spiral when
the father, increasingly guilt ridden after Ruby’s death, is sued for not properly
installing a septic tank, which results in grave harm to a little boy. In the ensuing
chaos, what really happened to Ruby finally emerges. With flowing prose that
evokes the terrifying beauty of the Alaskan wilderness, Lin explores the fallout
after the loss of a child and the way in which a family is forced to grieve in a place
that doesn’t yet feel like home. Emotionally raw and subtly suspenseful, The
Unpassing is a deeply felt family saga that dismisses the American dream for a
harsher, but ultimately more profound, reality.

The Lost Sister
A haunting, magical story of a cursed gem and the people who suffer in its wake,
set in seventeenth-century London. Most men of stature wouldn't marry their
betrothed after she'd been kidnapped and forced into sexual slavery in the harem
of the Great Turk, but Paul Pindar, wealthy merchant and former ambassador to
Constantinople, is not most men. When Paul and Celia, finally reunited, return to
London in 1611, his house at Bishopsgate has stood empty for nearly a decade. A
phalanx of carpenters, upholsterers, and gardeners have been summoned to
restore it to its former glory. But all is not as it seems. Celia is frail, and their
marriage, despite her longing, is childless. Traumatized by her experiences, she is
unprepared for English society and the duties of managing a house with a full staff.
Paul arranges for Celia's old friend, Annetta, to join them in England as Celia's
companion, but Annetta arrives to find that another woman, the widow Frances
Sydenham, has insinuated herself into the Pindar household. Lady Sydenham
seems to have a mysterious hold over Celia and, Annetta suspects, increasingly
over Paul. Who is this woman, and what are her motives? Like everyone else,
including members of the royal family and Pindar's greedy brother Rafe, she is
fascinated by the Sultan Blue, the legendary diamond Pindar has brought back
from the Middle East. All of London wants to get their hands on the jewel, despite
the dark magic properties that are said to surround it, but Paul Pindar might be the
only merchant who doesn't have a price.
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An Obedient Father
A young boy who has lost his mother and brother moves to his aunt's small town
on the shore, where he is welcomed by strange but caring characters, and where
he's haunted by his memories, but also by a mysterious, loving figure that may be
the ghost of his ancestor.

The Night In Question
One of the sinuous and subtly crafted stories in Tobias Wolff's new collection--his
first in eleven years--begins with a man biting a dog. The fact that Wolff is
reversing familiar expectations is only half the point. The other half is that Wolff
makes the reversal seem inevitable: the dog has attacked his protagonist's young
daughter. And everywhere in The Night in Question, we are reminded that truth is
deceptive, volatile, and often the last thing we want to know. A young reporter
writes an obituary only to be fired when its subject walks into his office, very much
alive. A soldier in Vietnam goads his lieutenant into sending him on increasingly
dangerous missions. An impecunious mother and son go window-shopping for a
domesticity that is forever beyond their grasp. Seamless, ironic, dizzying in their
emotional aptness, these fifteen stories deliver small, exquisite shocks that leave
us feeling invigorated and intensely alive.

Godsend
Winner of the 2016 International Dublin Literary Award "Gorgeously tender at its
core…beautiful, heartstopping…Family Life really blazes." —Sonali Deraniyagala,
New York Times Book Review Hailed as a "supreme storyteller" (Philadelphia
Inquirer) for his "cunning, dismaying and beautifully conceived" fiction (New York
Times), Akhil Sharma is possessed of a narrative voice "as hypnotic as those found
in the pages of Dostoyevsky" (The Nation). In his highly anticipated second novel,
Family Life, he delivers a story of astonishing intensity and emotional precision. We
meet the Mishra family in Delhi in 1978, where eight-year-old Ajay and his older
brother Birju play cricket in the streets, waiting for the day when their plane tickets
will arrive and they and their mother can fly across the world and join their father
in America. America to the Mishras is, indeed, everything they could have
imagined and more: when automatic glass doors open before them, they feel that
surely they must have been mistaken for somebody important. Pressing an
elevator button and the elevator closing its doors and rising, they have a feeling of
power at the fact that the elevator is obeying them. Life is extraordinary until
tragedy strikes, leaving one brother severely brain-damaged and the other lost and
virtually orphaned in a strange land. Ajay, the family’s younger son, prays to a God
he envisions as Superman, longing to find his place amid the ruins of his family’s
new life. Heart-wrenching and darkly funny, Family Life is a universal story of a boy
torn between duty and his own survival.

The President's Brain is Missing
From the bestselling author of Women Talking, a "wrenchingly honest, darkly funny
novel" (Entertainment Weekly). Elf and Yoli are sisters. While on the surface
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Elfrieda's life is enviable (she's a world-renowned pianist, glamorous, wealthy, and
happily married) and Yolandi's a mess (she's divorced and broke, with two
teenagers growing up too quickly), they are fiercely close-raised in a Mennonite
household and sharing the hardship of Elf's desire to end her life. After Elf's latest
attempt, Yoli must quickly determine how to keep her family from falling apart
while facing a profound question: what do you do for a loved one who truly wants
to die? All My Puny Sorrows is a deeply personal story that is as much comedy as it
is tragedy, a goodbye grin from the friend who taught you how to live.

Cold Comfort Farm
The question is, how can you tell the President's brain is missing? And are we sure
we need it back? At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Where Reasons End
Beggar's Feast is a novel about a man who lives in defiance of fate. Sam Kandy
was born in 1889 to low prospects in a Ceylon village and died one hundred years
later as the wealthy headman of the same village, a self-made shipping magnate,
and father of sixteen, three times married and twice widowed. In four parts, this
enthralling novel tells Sam's story from his boyhood—when his parents, convinced
by his horoscope that he would be a blight upon the family, abandon him at the
gates of a distant temple—through his dramatic escape from the temple and
journey across Ceylon to Australia and Singapore, before his bold return to the
Ceylon village he once called home. There he tries to win recognition for his
success in the world—at any cost. A novel about family, pride, and ambition, about
what it takes for one man to make something out of nothing, set on a gorgeous,
troubled island caught between tradition and modernity, Beggar's Feast
establishes Boyagoda as a major voice in international literature.

Em and the Big Hoom
As the country goes through various political upheavals from colony to socialist
republic to civil war to peace and capitalism, the world outside seeps into Ludo's
life through snippets on the radio, voices from next door, glimpses of someone
peeing on a balcony, or a man fleeing his pursuers. A General Theory of Oblivion is
a perfectly crafted, wild patchwork of a novel, playing on a love of storytelling and
fable.

The Lover
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER NOW A MAJOR TV SERIES starring Pierce
Brosnan and co-written by Philipp Meyer The critically acclaimed, New York Timesbestselling epic, a saga of land, blood and power, follows the rise of one
unforgettable Texas family from the Comanche raids of the 1800s to the oil booms
of the 20th century. Eli McCullough is just twelve years old when a marauding band
of Comanche storm his Texas homestead, brutally murder his mother and sister
and take him captive. Despite their torture and cruelty, Eli - against all odds Page 9/15
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adapts to life with the Comanche, learning their ways and language, taking on a
new name, finding a place as the adopted son of the band's chief and fighting their
wars against not only other Indians but white men too, which complicates his sense
of loyalty, his promised vengeance and his very understanding of self. But when
disease, starvation and westward expansion finally decimate the Comanche, Eli is
left alone in a world in which he belongs nowhere, neither white nor Indian,
civilized nor fully wild. Deftly interweaving Eli’s story with those of his son Peter
and his great-granddaughter JA, The Son maps the legacy of Eli’s ruthlessness, his
drive to power and his lifelong status as an outsider, even as the McCullough
family rises to become one of the richest in Texas, a ranching and oil dynasty that
is as resilient and dangerous as the land they claim. Yet, like all empires, the
McCulloughs must eventually face the consequences of their choices. Panoramic,
deeply evocative and utterly transporting, The Son is a masterpiece American
novel - part epic of Texas, part classic coming-of-age story - that combines the
narrative prowess of Larry McMurtry with the knife-edge sharpness of Cormac
McCarthy. 'Stunning a book that for once really does deserve to be called a
masterpiece' Kate Atkinson 'Magnificent McCarthy's Border Trilogy is a point of
reference, as is There Will Be Blood, but it is not fanciful to be reminded of certain
passages from Moby-Dick - it's that good'The Times 'Brilliant a wonderful novel'
Lionel Shriver

This Story Is a Lie
“A vivid portrait of second-generation immigrants . . . Sawhney is pitch-perfect
when describing the uneasy relationship between adolescents and their parents.”
—The Times Literary Supplement Siddharth Arora lives an ordinary life in the New
England suburb of South Haven, but his childhood comes to a grinding halt when
his mother dies in a car accident. Siddharth soon gravitates toward a group of
adolescent bullies, drinking, and smoking instead of drawing and swimming. He
takes great pains to care for his depressive father, Mohan Lal, an immigrant who
finds solace in the hateful Hindu fundamentalism of his homeland and cheers on
Indian fanatics who murder innocent Muslims. When a new woman enters their
lives, Siddharth and his father have a chance at a fresh start. They form a new
family, hoping to leave their pain behind them. South Haven is no simple coming-ofage tale or hero’s journey, blurring the line between victim and victimizer and
asking readers to contend with the lies we tell ourselves as we grieve and survive.
Following in the tradition of narratives by Edwidge Danticat and Junot Díaz,
Sawhney draws upon the measured lyricism of postcolonial writers like Michael
Ondaatje but brings to his subjects distinctly American irreverence and humor. “An
affecting tale of a family’s loss, a child’s grief, and the search for solace in all the
wrong places. Hirsh Sawhney is an incandescent voice in fiction.” —Laila Lalami,
Pulitzer Prize finalist “This luminous debut . . . captures precisely the heartache of
growing up.” —Library Journal “A raw portrait of a motherless family . . . poetic.”
—The Village Voice

Beggar's Feast
A brave, intimate, beautifully crafted memoir by a survivor of the tsunami that
struck the Sri Lankan coast in 2004 and took her entire family. On December 26,
Boxing Day, Sonali Deraniyagala, her English husband, her parents, her two young
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sons, and a close friend were ending Christmas vacation at the seaside resort of
Yala on the south coast of Sri Lanka when a wave suddenly overtook them. She
was only to learn later that this was a tsunami that devastated coastlines through
Southeast Asia. When the water began to encroach closer to their hotel, they
began to run, but in an instant, water engulfed them, Sonali was separated from
her family, and all was lost. Sonali Deraniyagala has written an extraordinarily
honest, utterly engrossing account of the surreal tragedy of a devastating event
that all at once ended her life as she knew it and her journey since in search of
understanding and redemption. It is also a remarkable portrait of a young family's
life and what came before, with all the small moments and larger dreams that
suddenly and irrevocably ended.

Sakhalin Island
In 1890, the thirty-year-old Chekhov, already knowing that he was ill with
tuberculosis, undertook an arduous eleven-week journey from Moscow across
Siberia to the penal colony on the island of Sakhalin. Now collected here in one
volume are the fully annotated translations of his impressions of his trip through
Siberia and the account of his three-month sojourn on Sakhalin Island, together
with his notes and extracts from his letters to relatives and associates.Highly
valuable both as a detailed depiction of the Tsarist system of penal servitude and
as an insight into Chekhov's motivations and objectives for visiting the colony and
writing the expose, Sakhalin Island is a haunting work which had a huge impact
both on Chekhov's career and on Russian society.

A Burning
Corrosive, funny, and frightening--one of the year's most absorbing first novels "My
general incompetence and laziness at work had been apparent for so long that I
now think it was arrogant of Mr. Gupta to pick me as his money man. I am the type
of person who does not make sure that a file includes all the pages it must have or
that the pages are in the right order. I refuse to accept even properly placed
blame, lying outright that somebody else misplaced the completed forms or spilled
tea on them, even though I was the last one to sign them out, or had the soggy
papers still on my desk." As an inspector for the Physical Education Department in
the Delhi school system, Ram Karan supports his widowed daughter and eight-yearold granddaughter by collecting bribes for a small-time Congress Party boss. On
the eve of Rajiv Gandhi's assassination, one reckless act bares the lifetime of
violence and sexual shame behind Ram's dingy public career and involves him in a
farcical, but terrifying, political campaign that could cost him his life. An
astonishing character study, a portrait of a family--and a country--tormented by
the past, Akhil Sharma's An Obedient Father recalls Dostoyevsky's guilt-ridden antiheroes in this fully formed debut novel.

Lion Cross Point
Inspired by the story of John Walker Lindh, the “American Taliban,” Whiting
Award–winning author John Wray explores the circumstances that could impel a
young American to abandon identity and home to become an Islamist militant. Like
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many other eighteen-year-olds, Aden Sawyer is intently focused on a goal: escape
from her hometown. Her plan will take her far from her mother’s claustrophobic
house, where the family photos have all been turned to face the wall; far from the
influence of her domineering father—a professor of Islamic studies—and his new
wife. Aden’s dream, however, is worlds removed from conventional fantasies of
teen rebellion: she is determined to travel to Peshawar, Pakistan, to study Islam at
a madrasa. To do so, she takes on a new identity, disguising herself as a young
man named Suleyman. Aden fully commits to this new life, even burning her
passport to protect her secret. But once she is on the ground, she finds herself in
greater danger than she could possibly have imagined. Faced with violence,
disillusionment, and loss, Aden must make choices that will test not only her faith
but also her most fundamental understanding of who she is, and that will set her
on a wild, fateful course toward redemption by blood. John Wray’s Godsend is a
coming-of-age novel like no other.

A Door between Us
In her first memoir, award-winning novelist Yiyun Li offers a journey of recovery
through literature: a letter from a writer to like-minded readers. “A meditation on
the fact that literature itself lives and gives life.”—Marilynne Robinson, author of
Gilead “What a long way it is from one life to another, yet why write if not for that
distance?” Startlingly original and shining with quiet wisdom, this is a luminous
account of a life lived with books. Written over two years while the author battled
suicidal depression, Dear Friend, from My Life I Write to You in Your Life is a painful
and yet richly affirming examination of what makes life worth living. Yiyun Li grew
up in China and has spent her adult life as an immigrant in a country not her own.
She has been a scientist, an author, a mother, a daughter—and through it all she
has been sustained by a profound connection with the writers and books she loves.
From William Trevor and Katherine Mansfield to Søren Kierkegaard and Philip
Larkin, Dear Friend is a journey through the deepest themes that bind these
writers together. Interweaving personal experiences with a wide-ranging homage
to her most cherished literary influences, Yiyun Li confronts the two most essential
questions of her identity: Why write? And why live? Praise for Dear Friend, from My
Life I Write to You in Your Life “Li has stared in the face of much that is beautiful
and ugly and treacherous and illuminating—and from her experience she has
produced a nourishing exploration of the will to live willfully.”—The Washington
Post “Li’s transformation into a writer . . . is nothing short of astonishing.’”—The
New York Times Book Review “An arrestingly lucid, intellectually vital series of
contemplations on art, identity, and depression.”—The Boston Globe “Li is an
exemplary storyteller and this account of her journey back to equilibrium, assisted
by her closest companion, literature, is as powerful as any of her award-winning
fiction, with the dark fixture of her Beijing past at its centre.”—Financial Times
“Every writer is a reader first, and Dear Friend is Li’s haunted, luminous love letter
to the words that shaped her. . . . Her own prose is both lovely and opaque, fitfully
illuminating a radiant landscape of the personal and profound.”—Entertainment
Weekly “Yiyun Li’s prose is lean and intense, and her ideas about books and
writing are wholly original.”—San Francisco Chronicle

The House at Bishopsgate
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In the disorderly evacuation of Southampton, England, newly married Ellen Parr
finds a small child asleep on the backseat of an empty bus. No one knows who
little Pamela is. Ellen professed not to want children with her older husband, and
when she takes Pamela into her home and rapidly into her heart, she discovers
that this is true: Ellen doesn't want children. She wants only Pamela. Three golden
years pass as the Second World War rages on. Then one day Pamela is taken away,
screaming. Ellen is no stranger to sorrow, but when she returns to the quiet village
life she's long lived, she finds herself asking: In a world changed by war, is it fair to
wish for an unchanged heart?

Children Playing Before a Statue of Hercules
An international best-seller with more than one million copies in print and a winner
of France's Prix Goncourt, The Lover has been acclaimed by critics all over the
world since its first publication in 1984. Set in the prewar Indochina of Marguerite
Duras's childhood, this is the haunting tale of a tumultuous affair between an
adolescent French girl and her Chinese lover. In spare yet luminous prose, Duras
evokes life on the margins of Saigon in the waning days of France's colonial
empire, and its representation in the passionate relationship between two
unforgettable outcasts. Long unavailable in hardcover, this edition of The Lover
includes a new introduction by Maxine Hong Kingston that looks back at Duras's
world from an intriguing new perspective--that of a visitor to Vietnam today. From
the Hardcover edition.

A General Theory of Oblivion
It's the 1960s in Jacksonville, Florida (where the sixties are still the fifties). Some of
America's last sweet moments of innocence are unfolding out on the coastal
highway at the Flamingo, the largest drive-in movie theatre in the world. Its owner,
Southern patriarch Hubert Lee, possesses a fervour matching the size of the Great
White Wall of the Flamingo's gigantic screen tower, where John Wayne or Audrey
Hepburn or invading body-snatchers flicker nightly. Hubert's unforgiving ego meets
its match in Turner West, who owns the funeral home next door and wants to build
a cemetery on land staked by his gleefully stubborn neighbour. So when Hubert's
teenage son Abe develops his first adolescent crush, it makes devilish sense that
the object of his affections should be Grace, Turner's only daughter and the apple
of his eye. At once funny and heart-breaking, THE FLAMINGO RISING is a novel full
of tenderness and insight about the power of love, the need for faith and the
persistence of memory.

Let Me Explain You
SHORT-LISTED FOR THE MAN BOOKER PRIZE A Christian Science Monitor Best Book
of the Year On the morning after harvest, the inhabitants of a remote English
village awaken looking forward to a hard-earned day of rest and feasting at their
landowner's table. But the sky is marred by two conspicuous columns of smoke,
replacing pleasurable anticipation with alarm and suspicion. One smoke column is
the result of an overnight fire that has damaged the master's outbuildings. The
second column rises from the wooded edge of the village, sent up by newcomers
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to announce their presence. In the minds of the wary villagers a mere coincidence
of events appears to be unlikely, with violent confrontation looming as the
unavoidable outcome. Meanwhile, another newcomer has recently been spotted
taking careful notes and making drawings of the land. It is his presence more than
any other that will threaten the village's entire way of life. In effortless and tender
prose, Jim Crace details the unraveling of a pastoral idyll in the wake of economic
progress. His tale is timeless and unsettling, framed by a beautifully evoked world
that will linger in your memory long after you finish reading.
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